
              

LEAP Technology
Briefly about the company:

LEAP Technology is a startup company developing components and products based on a type of Electro-Active 
Polymer (or EAP). These materials can be used to make:

• Sensors – Monitoring the movement of mechanical systems.

• Actuators – Delivering physical force and movement into a system

• Energy harvesting systems – Converting mechanical energy into electrical energy (power generation)

Components that use EAP can offer energy savings and other benefits in a wide number of different ways.

They have applications for the technology over all market sectors, though most interest is currently from 
”wearables”, manufacturing industry and applications in condition monitoring and predictive maintenance.

Case description: 

Since LEAP is a technology company with many and varied ”cases”, they will begin by describing the technology 
and some of its fundamental differences to other technologies. They will then describe a few key applications 
which they think could be relevant and interesting. A short list of cases is below:

•   Displacement sensors for structural health and vibration monitoring – bridges, buildings, construction sites,  
    Industrial equipment

•   Actuators for flow control – driving flow control valves with lower power consumption

•   Position sensors for monitoring automation in mechanically agressive environments

•   Sensors for measuring the recovery from ”edema” – reducing caregiver costs and patient recovery time

•   Unobtrusive sensors for home/workplace automation – elderly and workplace safety 

•   Motion capture sensors for injury surgery recovery – reduce recovery time 

•   Crash detection sensors in automotive application – allow the vehicle to self-diagnose accident damage

•   Robust rope/chain tension sensor for cranes/shipping etc. – Improve safety and process speed

•   Pressure sensors for avoiding bed sores – Reduce hospital time for patients

Challenges:

Since LEAP is looking for applications for their technology, the main challenge is finding good applications, 
building a business case and developing a component of product accordingly. 

They would therefore like to discuss what kinds of applications for the technology would make sense to the 
attendees and their own business interests?


